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BeCode

Quick and Simple
Locker Management

T

he new BeCode App uses
Keyless Intelligence to
simplify locker management in the agile and
more traditional office.
Working with the BeCode Air
or BeCode Air+ RFID keyless
locks, the BeCode App removes the
administrative headaches caused by
traditional locking devices. Saving
time and money, the new device
is a must for the administration of
smart lockers, or for large corporates managing agile workplaces.
The App uses NFC technology
to enable the operator to quickly
and simply add and remove access,
change a lock’s status from fixed
user to free mode, create a security
audit trail of locker users, allow
emergency opening and even set a
time when all lockers are automatically open for cleaning. The App
also records the battery status of
each lock to aid maintenance.
The BeCode Air RFID locks
operate with a keycard, or transponder such as a fob or wristband.

The lock is very easy to operate
as it simply rotates to open and
lock. Group access to a particular
area or individual access can be
easily managed and amended.
Fixed users can have access to a
designated locker, or temporary
users in an agile environment can
select and activate any free locker
using their keycard or transponder
device. Access to lockers can be
removed immediately if a keycard

Keyless locks can be
operated by a keycard
and via an App, which
takes the hassle out of
security admin

Both fixed users and
also those requiring
temporary access can
use BeCode’s keyless
locking system

or device is lost or if an individual
leaves the company. Keycards
and devices can be conveniently
managed and reprogrammed
onsite. You decide who can open
the furniture lock and when they
can do this - there is total control
and complete flexibility.
BeCode AIR and AIR+ locks
can be easily integrated into
existing RFID environments, such
as building access systems, as the
lock’s innovative design makes it
compatible with virtually all standards. Large and complex locking
systems with network functionality
can automatically synchronize the
data exchanged via NFC with the
existing IT systems. Companies
can also introduce keyless locking
without replacing existing lockers
as the Air+ can be retrofitted to left
or right opening wooden as well as
metal doors.
BeCode Keyless Intelligence
is at the forefront of RFID and
NFC technology. Every project is
assessed to find the right bespoke
solution to a company’s needs.
becode.co.uk

Retrofitting the
keyless system to
existing lockers within
an office environment
is also possible
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